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Abstract
This thesis describes the design and implementation of CopyStyler, a tool to enable
novice web users to style their own web pages by emulating the style of existing pages
on the Web. The tool is implemented as a browser extension on Firefox, created using
Chickenfoot. The tool lays the user's page and the page they wish to emulate side
by side, and the user uses a custom selection process to define which page styles he
would like to copy and which page elements he would like to change. The tool was
evaluated on a variety of web pages and structures, as well as with a variety of users.
This thesis also proposes additions to CopyStyler that could be created to enhance
its ability in other areas of style copying.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Web has become an increasingly large part of our culture as its availability has
increased in the past decade. Its user base has expanded from the original tech-
savvy core to a group of people with a wide range of technical skills. People with
fewer technical skills are beginning to create their own web pages and share their own
content.
Tools exist for novice users to design their own web pages, but they often lose
some capabilities in making the process more accessible. Some programs choose to
adopt a word processing metaphor, to make users who are already comfortable with
software like Microsoft Word feel at home; in doing so, however, they neglect some
of the inherent differences between the printed page and the web browser. Others
provide templates tailored for the web, but the small selection can lock a user into a
set of designs they might not necessarily want. Even when these tools do offer a full
set of capabilities, the effort of coordinating it all to end up with the desired page
can be difficult for a novice user.
This thesis describes a tool for a novice user to design web pages by example, called
CopyStyler. A design technique not enabled by existing tools is one of duplication:
enabling users to design a personal page based on one they've seen elsewhere on
the Web. More specifically, CopyStyler attempts to enable that duplication via the
copy/paste metaphor with which most computer users have become familiar. The
input to the tool is composed of two items: an external web page which the user would
like to copy, and a page containing the user's own content (content creation is done
prior to the styling that CopyStyler facilitates). The user then uses the copy/paste
operations to pull over the style that he wants to apply to his own content.
The value of this technique can be illustrated in multiple examples. Consider
a user who lacks the skill to use a program to manipulate font faces, colors, and
backgrounds. The user could find a page that uses the desired style and then simply
copy it over onto their own page. Perhaps a more common example is that of the user
who doesn't lack the ability to set their own colors, but rather the ability to select
colors, fonts, and layout that combine for an elegant design. They could find a page
which they believe has a nice design and then borrow pieces.
Figure 1-1: A Firefox window with CopyStyler active
CopyStyler is implemented as a browser extension in Firefox, created using Chick-
enfoot [1, 2, 3], itself a browser extension that enables end-user scripting and extension
packaging. As such, the entire tool is written in HTML and JavaScript, and it is ex-
ecuted in the browser. The user can place a fully-rendered version of the sample web
page next to his own, and copy pieces of the style of the sample page before pasting
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Figure 1-2: A selected node
Node selection is performed with an interface designed to be familiar to the user.
A user can click on the part of the page from which he'd like to sample. The detected
node is highlighted by a transparent overlay. If the detected node is too specific, the
user can grab the corners of the overlay and resize it to encompass the area they wish
to select. CopyStyler will then automatically determine the target node. An example
of a selection can be seen in Figure 1-2.
This thesis divides the style of a web page into three categories, which it calls
aspects: the text aspect, the layout aspect, and the pixel aspect. The text aspect
encompasses font style and colors, backgrounds, and borders. The layout aspect
encompasses the two-dimensional organization of items on the page. The pixel aspect
encompasses text, colors, and other items contained within image files. CopyStyler is
initially constructed to handle the text aspect of the style of a web page, as it can be
most easily derived from the page's Document Object Model (DOM), the browser's
internal representation of the page and the representation acted upon by CopyStyler.
This thesis also describes a prototyped system to deal with the layout aspect of the
page style, as well as ways to integrate this system into the existing tool. The pixel
aspect remains a more difficult piece to deal with, but some ideas will be presented
in the "Future Work" section.
The output of CopyStyler is a CSS file, which can be attached to the user's current
page content with one line of HTML. The CSS file will alter the appearance of the
......... I ... ..I .... I .. .............. ................
existing page content to conform to the style generated by the tool. Practically, this is
only possible when dealing with the text aspect; changes in text style can be defined
with single CSS rules, while changes in layout style often require complex sets of
CSS rules that interact in complicated ways, and changes in pixel style will often
require added images or other page content. The proposed systems for dealing with
the layout aspect require the output to include new HTML for the user's page, and
the proposal for pixel-aspect systems will require it in some situations as well.
CopyStyler has been tested on users of the target population and generated some
interesting results. Five users were each given two tasks. The first task asked the
users to use CopyStyler to copy style from one page to another, with the goal of
making the latter look like a reference hybrid of the two. Users were evaluated on
how well they were able to use the different features of CopyStyler to create their
hybrid of the two pages. This judged how well CopyStyle had exposed those features,
and how easy they were to use. The second task was an evaluation of the goal behind
CopyStyler; users were given a source page and a target page and asked to transfer
the style of the source page to the target page however they wished, according to
their own definition of style. This gave insight into what features users would expect
from CopyStyler, if it didn't already have them, and how well the features it did have
performed.
The remainder of this thesis covers the design and implementation of CopyStyler.
Chapter 2 gives an overview of related work in the field. Chapter 3 gives an overview
of the technical background of web page style to enable further understanding when
discussing the tool. The user interface design is discussed in Chapter 4. Chapter 5
covers various phases of the implementation of CopyStyler. An evaluation of the tool
is given in Chapter 6 with the results of our user testing. Prototypes and proposals
for ways to address the layout and pixel aspects of web page style are presented in
Chapter 7. Chapter 8 concludes the thesis and discusses potential future ways to
enhance and develop CopyStyler.
Chapter 2
Related Work
Several tools currently exist within the same domain as CopyStyler. This chapter
discusses these tools and how they related to the development of CopyStyler.
2.1 Style Creation Tools
A large number of tools exist that allow the user to create style and design web pages.
Some attempt to offer an entire suite of tools. Adobe Dreamweaver [4] and Coda [5],
for example, offer HTML and CSS creation and modification. Other tools such as
Style Master [6] and CSSEdit [7] relegate their duties to the style domain: you load
in existing content and change the way that content appears on the page. Each offers
a different subset of style manipulation techniques.
Dreamweaver is a true "what you see is what you get" editor: it offers the capa-
bility to directly manipulate the objects on a rendered version of the page, and it will
edit the CSS appropriately to create the intended style. You can manipulate both the
content of the page and the appearance of that content in the same interface, shown
in Figure 2-1.
Other editors will give you a live preview of how your CSS code will make your
page look, but you need to edit the CSS yourself to create the effect you want. Some
of the editors make attempts to separate this editing from the actual code; Coda,
CSSEdit, and Style Master all provide GUI forms to create CSS rules, instead of
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Figure 2-2: The CSS editing interface in Coda, both the visual and text modes
requiring you to do it in raw text (although they also offer that capability for those
that prefer it). Coda's forms are shown in Figure 2-2.
Other tools allow you to use existing templates as a basis for a web page design.
Of the above-mentioned tools, Dreamweaver and Style Master both offer this capabil-
ity, although they merely function as a starting point for the rest of the functionality.
Apple iWeb [8] and RapidWeaver [9] were both designed around the concept of tem-
plates. These pre-defined style sheets can specify layouts in addition to simple text
styles, and the user can switch templates whenever they wish. The user is closely
restricted to the exact template, however; the ease of creation is a trade-off with
flexibility. The number of templates is limited, by their nature.
2.2 Style Extraction Tools
One of the more difficult domains of style to analyze and manipulate is that of im-
ages. There exist a few tools to analyze images and extract information about them.
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WhatTheFont [10] is a web service that will take an image file and determine the font
of the text displayed in it. It is fairly accurate (assuming the text is generated by a
font face and not custom-drawn), but it requires a large font size in order to do its
analysis.
A simpler operation that can be done on images involves the pixels themselves.
It isn't terribly difficult to look at the direct color values of pixels in the image to
determine a palette, gradient, or other graphical element (as long as you know what
you're looking for). Various tools exist online to derive color palettes from images,
including the aptly-named Color Palette Generator [11] created by Steven DeGraeve.
Chapter 3
Background
Some background knowledge in web page design and styling is necessary to discuss
the implementation of CopyStyler. This chapter addresses a few topics that should
enable the reader to better understand the remainder of this thesis. It first covers
web page style as we define it, and it then covers the web page code which represents
what the user sees on the screen.
3.1 Style
At a high level, we define the style of a web page to be every aspect of its appearance
not related to its content. For example, the words in the body of an article aren't part
of a page's style, but the appearance of those words (font, color, etc.) are. We've
reduced "style" further into three separate aspects: text, layout, and pixel. This
section goes on to define those further.
The text aspect deals with style applied to blocks of text. On the surface, this
encompasses font faces, font sizes, font colors, and font weights. These relate directly
to simple text operations that can be made in rich text editors. On the web, however,
this aspect also includes borders and backgrounds of page elements, along with the
colors and other properties of those borders and backgrounds. The reasons for this
will become clear later in this chapter.
The layout aspect deals with the organization of the content elements on the page.
This can be discussed at different levels on a web page; for example, a high level layout
would be something like "a sidebar on the left and a main content area on the right."
We can consider layouts on a more granular level, as well. A lower-level layout would
be the organization of menu items in a list.
The pixel aspect deals with any and all images on the page. Besides decoration,
images can be used to emulate both the text and layout aspects of style in a pre-
rendered form. The fact that images are pre-rendered makes them difficult to analyze.
3.2 Web Page Code
The code behind the page that appears on the users screen can largely be divided
into three groups: HTML, CSS, and JavaScript.
HTML elements generate a tree structure which contains the content of the page
in an appropriate structure. For example, P elements contain paragraphs of text,
OL elements contain ordered lists of LI (list item) elements, and H1, H2, H3, and H4
elements contain headlines of decreasing importance, respectively. Oftentimes HTML
elements have associated properties. An A (anchor) element has an href property,
which contains a URL to which the user is directed when they click on it. An IMG
(image) element has a src property, which contains the URL of an image to be put
in place of the element on the page. Any element can have the class property set,
which identifies the element as a member of a certain class of elements. Any element
can also have the id property set, which gives the element a unique string name.
CSS rules determine the appearance of those HTML elements. Each rule consists
of a selector and a set of declarations. A CSS selector determines the HTML elements
that will be affected by the rule. The declarations determine the effect. A declaration
is a property/value pair, composed of a style property to modify and a value to assign
to that property. The font-family property can give an element a specific font. The
background-color property can give an element a specific background color. As you
can see, these are often quite self-explanatory, but they can be more complicated.
CSS selectors have a different syntax. A selector like "P" will make the declarations
in the rule affect all of the P elements on the page. A selector like ".urgent" will
make the declarations in the rule affect all of the elements on the page that have their
class property set to urgent. A selector like "#menu" will make the declarations
in the rule affect the one element on the page that has its id property set to menu.
These selectors can be chained together to affect more specific sets of elements. For
example, a selector like "P A" will make the declarations in the rule affect all of the
A elements on the page that are descendants of P elements. A selector like "P > A"
will make the declarations in the rule affect all of the A elements on the page that are
direct children of P elements. The W3C [12] has a more complete reference of CSS
selectors [13] available.
CSS contains most of the tools necessary to compose the three aspects of style
mentioned above: text, layout, and pixel. Elements of style considered to be be in
the text aspect can largely be set using a single CSS rule. Font properties, various
colors, border properties, and background properties require very few declarations to
set up as intended. The layout aspect, however, quite often takes multiple rules with a
detailed inheritance scheme to organize correctly. For example, interlocking margins
and padding can create complex interactions between box objects, and floated pieces
can cause fragile behavior between objects put on the right and left sides of the page.
CSS handles the pixel aspect mostly by referencing external images as backgrounds
by URL. This is an alternative to using HTML IMG elements, which are intended for
graphical page content.
In practice, however, CSS is not always used to develop the style you see on
rendered web pages, despite its capabilities. This can be attributed to multiple causes,
including poor browser support, poor developer awareness of CSS's capabilities, and
development applications that failed to take advantage of them. The text aspect is
largely contained in CSS, although on legacy pages you'll often see FONT elements
controlling font faces and sizes, or B and I elements making text bold and italic,
respectively. The layout aspect is often controlled with HTML, through the use of
various elements. The TABLE element, for example, while intended to be used for
tabular data, is often used to organize interface elements in a grid-based structure.
Sometimes the IMG element is used to display complicated layouts as pre-rendered
images with an image-map on top for links. Most often misused is the pixel aspect,
which is most commonly relegated to carefully-organized IMG elements in the HTML
code, rather than referenced in the CSS.
JavaScript has little direct bearing on the style of a page, as it mostly dictates
dynamic interactions between the user and the page. While some JavaScript does
end up changing the appearance of the page, it does so by modifying the HTML or
CSS of the page in ways discussed previously.
Together, the HTML and CSS pieces discussed in this chapter dictate the style
of a web page. CopyStyler analyzes and operates upon these pieces when deriving or
assigning its own styles. Knowledge of this material can make the discussion in the
following chapters clearer.
Chapter 4
User Interface Design
As a tool intended for use by web page design novices, CopyStyler was designed to be
learnable, making it easy for anyone to pick up and use. The first version of the tool
only handles the text aspect of page style; prototypes for dealing with layout style,
as well as ideas for dealing with pixel style, are discussed later in this thesis. This
chapter covers just the first version of the interface.
CopyStyler is implemented using the Chickenfoot Firefox extension [1, 2, 3], which
relegates its operation to the Firefox browser environment. Rather than being imple-
mented as some sort of Firefox extension, the tool itself is a web page, with function-
ality added through a Chickenfoot trigger that fires upon load of the page. Figure 1-1
shows an example of CopyStyler in use.
The source web page, from which style is copied, is loaded in an IFRAME on the
left side of the page, and the user's own web page, the target page, is loaded into an
IFRAME on the right side of the page. Controls for copying are centered on the page,
below the source and target pages. The Chickenfoot trigger runs a script upon page
load, which does some initial processing on the source page to pull out potential style
rules, adds the selection mechanism to the two pages in the IFRAMEs, and hooks the
correct behavior up to the copying controls. Further implementation details of this
script are discussed in the next chapter of this thesis.
To copy a piece of text style, the user needs to select the DOM node they wish
to emulate. Figure 4-1 shows a selection made in the left IFRAME. To increase the
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learnability of the interface, selection is done on a rendered version of the page, rather
than on the raw HTML code or the browser's DOM tree, as the target user is more
familiar with the rendered representation. Users can click on any element in the page
to select it. Links and other normally-clickable elements no longer have the default
behavior; the click event is captured before it reaches them. A transparent blue box
is overlaid on the selected node to indicate its location and scope, while still making
its contents visible. The initially-selected node is the one farthest down the DOM
tree that resides under the location the user clicked on the page. Users should be able
to select any node of the DOM tree, however, regardless of depth. To modify their
initial selection, users can grab one of the red handles at the corners of the blue box
and drag it to change the size of the box. The node selection will change to match
the new dimensions of the box as closely as possible, and the box will snap to the new
selection. This process can be seen in Figure 4-2. Upon selection, a style is shown in
the sample box at the bottom of the window; this can be seen in Figure 4-1 as well.
This differs substantially from existing node-selection methods in other tools.
Mozilla's DOM Inspector [14], included in Firefox, allows the user to select nodes
by clicking on them, similar to the first step in CopyStyler's selection process. It
goes no further, however; selecting non-leaf nodes by clicking requires substantial
trial-and-error: clicking around the edges of leaf nodes to try and select the parent.
Firebug [15] and Platypus [16], Firefox extensions, take out some of the guesswork by
outlining the node that will be selected when the user clicks, but they still rely only
on that single click to select the node. Depending on how leaf nodes are arranged,
some parent nodes might not even be selectable at all with these systems. Copy-
Styler's additional dragging step makes selection of non-leaf nodes more explicit and
less brittle.
At the bottom of the interface are the controls for actually doing the copy/paste
operation. On the left side is a palette of potential styles pulled out of the source
page. Figure 4-3 shows the palette after pulling styles from the loaded page. The style
rule that's been extracted is applied to some generic text and placed in a scrolling
box; the user can select directly from this box as an alternative to picking nodes from
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the source page using the selection mechanism. While it offers fewer choices, it also
makes more apparent those styles that are available to copy.
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Figure 4-4: The style application controls
Next to the palette is the area for the actual application of the copy/paste op-
eration, shown in Figure 4-4. At the top is a live preview of the style the user has
selected from either the source page or the palette on the left. The four checkboxes
list the four areas into which CopyStyler divides text style: text, border, background,
and other. Text encompasses font face, weight, color, and size. Border covers top,
bottom, left, and right border width, color, and style. Background covers background
color, image, and other properties. Other is somewhat of a catch-all; it covers text
alignment, whitespace, and cursor. While the ambiguous label for this checkbox de-
creases learnability, it is the most accurate way to describe the disparate properties it
covers. As the four checkboxes are checked and unchecked, the live preview updates
to show exactly what is going to be copied over. To the right of these checkboxes are
radio buttons that determine the scope of the style application. The first option will
map the style to similar nodes on the page; for example, if the headline of a news
post is selected in the target IFRAME, the style will be put on the headlines of all the
other news posts on the page as well. The second option allows the user to target just
that specific node (or as close to it as our CSS targeting system will allow). To the
right of these radio buttons are buttons marked apply and undo. The apply button
commits the copy operation, mapping the style determined by the left-frame selec-
tion and the checkboxes to the nodes determined by the right-frame selection and the
radio buttons. The undo button reverses the effect of the last paste operation, with
a limited history if the user wishes to step back further.
To the right of this control area is a representation of the current state of the
CSS style sheet the user has developed as they've used CopyStyler. It mirrors the
palette on the left; a scrolling list of examples of the style that has been copied. It
is currently a read-only box, although the possibility of allowing the user to edit or
delete the styles they've added is certainly something that has been considered.
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Figure 4-5: The thin dotted boxes indicate nodes similar to the selected node
As mentioned above, to determine where the copied style should be pasted, the
user goes through a selection process with the rendered version of their own page in
the IFRAME on the right side of the interface. This selection mechanism is identical
to the selection mechanism in the left IFRAME. As an extension of that mechanism,
when a node is selected, dotted red lines appear around various other nodes on the
page. A thick dotted red line corresponds with those nodes that will be targeted by a
rule designated for the "most similar ones." A thin dotted red line corresponds with
those nodes that will be targeted by a rule designated for "similar ones," as seen in
Figure 4-5. These are designed to unobtrusively help the user predict what's going
to happen when they do eventually press the apply button, given their radio button
......... .. __-,_ __._.__ ........
selection. There could have been a third level in the spectrum of specificity for this
rule targeting, but it became more difficult to differentiate the identifying outlines in
the right IFRAME.
The interface has integrated keyboard shortcuts to allow a user who has become
accustomed to the tool to more efficiently perform copy/paste operations. While node
selection still has to be done through clicks and, sometimes, drags, various shortcut
keys exist for the checkboxes, radio buttons, and apply and undo buttons. They are
denoted by underlined characters on the labels of the form controls. The shortcuts
do not require modification keys like the ctrl or alt keys, in order to avoid conflict
with the keyboard shortcuts appropriated by the browser itself. When possible, the
shortcuts are the first letter of the associated label, to make them easier to remember.
Chapter 5
Implementation
This chapter discusses the implementation of the interface described in the previous
chapter. It also touches upon the implementation of previous versions of the interface,
along with features of those versions that consumed significant development resources
but were ultimately removed from the final version.
5.1 Automatic Application
The initial goal for this project was to design a tool that could do the majority of
this style translation automatically, albeit on a smaller scale. One common use of
Chickenfoot involves taking bits of rendered HTML from one page and injecting it
into another. Hopefully, the project would be able to automatically determine the
style of the page into which the content was being injected and apply it to the new,
injected content, in order to avoid disturbing the graphic design of the page. As
the project evolved into a web design tool, it retained that attempt at automatically
deriving style, in order to proved a base for the user to just slightly tweak as they
saw fit. The implementation addressed some interesting challenges, which this section
will discuss, but ultimately the feature was removed for reasons that will be discussed
later.
As mentioned earlier, analysis of layout style is difficult; if implemented by the
web page designer through CSS, it involves a complex interaction of multiple CSS
rules applied to multiple page nodes. If the designer neglected CSS and implemented
the layout with HTML elements, it's even harder to convert the layout into a coherent
set of CSS rules. Pixel style is also extremely difficult to analyze, as it requires whole
separate suites of tools (as mentioned in the "Related Work" chapter). For these
reasons, the analysis stage of automatic application was relegated to the domain of
text style.
There are two distinct problems associated with the automatic application feature.
The first problem is the analysis step: distilling a rendered HTML page (or rather,
its in-browser DOM tree) into a series of CSS rules that represent its text styles.
The input to the tool is a DOM tree for a page, containing nodes that represent
HTML elements, each with a dictionary of CSS property/value pairs that represent
the properties of that node's style that deviate from the default. The second problem
is the mapping step: figuring out a way to take the styles that were derived from step
one and map them to the target page, which potentially has a completely different
HTML structure, as well as unrelated CSS class names and ids.
5.1.1 Analysis
For the analysis step, a script walks the DOM of the page, starting at the root
node and going depth-first. For each node, the script calls getComputedStyle, which
returns a dictionary of CSS property/value pairs that correspond to the node's current
style. This not only returns the values set directly on the node (which could be
obtained by looking at the style property of the node), it also computes all the
inherited values to give a complete dictionary. The script takes this dictionary and
files it into an array under the node's tag name, each of the node's class names (if it
has any), and the node's id (if it has one). Once the entire DOM has been walked, the
script has an organized catalog of every computed style of nodes of each tag, class,
and id.
It's important to remember the basic hierarchy of CSS rules. At the lowest level
are rules that target tags; a CSS rule using the "A" selector will target all of the links
on the page. At the middle level are rules that target classes; a CSS rule using the
".external" selector will only target those links (or other elements) that have been
assigned the class external. Style declarations in that rule will override declarations
in rules that target the underlying tag, if some of them conflict. At the highest level
are the rules that target nodes of a specific id. Only one node on the page has any
given id, so a rule that targets it will override declarations in all other rules, if there
are conflicts. This is a basic overview of the cascading rules; more detail can be found
in the W3C's CSS specification [13].
Based on this ordering, the script starts at the high end and works its way down.
First it goes through the styles it has stored for each id (there will be exactly one
for each). This is the easiest rule to create; the script just creates a selector for the
given id, and uses the computed style on file as the property/value declarations. If
this rule is applied, a node with the same id as the original will have the exact same
style applied to it that the original had.
In the next step, the script attempts to make a rule for a given class, given a
set of nodes in that class. First, it goes through each node in the given class. If
the node has an id, it is disregarded, since a rule targeted at that id could have
overridden any class-targeted rule to create the node's style. The remaining nodes
are compared property by property; if the percentage of nodes that share a given
value for a property is over a threshold (set to 80% in this implementation), the rule
for that class adds a declaration that sets that property to that value.
A similar process is completed for each of the tags. To make a rule, the script goes
through each node that has the given tag. If the node has an id, it is disregarded, for
the same reason as it was when creating class rules. If the node has a class, it does
something slightly different. Rather than completely disregarding the node, it deletes
from the node's style dictionary those properties which have a declaration in the rule
for that class, since those are the only ones that have potentially been overridden.
It then looks for values that cross the percentage threshold, as before, and creates a
rule based on those for the tag.
5.1.2 Mapping
For the mapping step, the script has provided sets of CSS rules for ids, classes, and
tags. In this implementation, the mapping was very simplified; the rules were copied
directly over. Rules targeting A elements on the source page targeted A elements
on the target page, rules targeting elements with the class post on the source page
targeted elements with the class post on the target page, and rules targeting elements
with the id menu on the source page targeted elements with the id menu on the target
page. This mapping worked to a certain extent, as links on the target page appeared
as links on the source page, and so on. Classes and ids did not map well, however,
as the likelihood of two independent web page designers using identical class and id
names is extremely low. The "Future Work" section discusses alternate methods of
mapping.
5.2 Selection Interface
5.2.1 Algorithm
Initially, the interface for selecting a node was specified as follows. A user could click
and drag to create a selection rectangle. Upon releasing the click, the node which
had bounds most closely matching those of the rectangle became the selection. This
matched the selection metaphor which is commonly seen in desktop applications, from
region selection in an image editor to icon selection on a PC desktop.
Implementation difficulties precluded this approach, however. The node the algo-
rithm is attempting to find is the one whose bounding box best matches the rectangle
the user has drawn. The first attempt involved once again walking the DOM tree,
starting at the root of the tree. It would get the bounding box of the root node
using getBox0bj ectFor, then note the intersection percentage of that bounding box
with the the user's rectangle. It would do the same with the bounding boxes of the
root node's children, and take the best intersection. If the root node had the best
intersection percentage, it was chosen as the selected node. If one of the children had
the best intersection percentage, it was chosen, and the algorithm was repeated with
that node and its children (if it had any).
In theory, this algorithm would have worked well to match up a DOM node with an
arbitrary rectangle. The problem was with the tools, however. The getBoxObj ectFor
method was designed for use on XUL elements, not for HTML elements [17], which
have different bounding rules. To be more specific, an HTML element can have
children whose bounding boxes extend outside its own. This means that calling
getBox0bjectFor on a DOM node won't 'necessarily return a true bounding box,
making the logic behind this algorithm much less effective.
The first two attempts at surmounting this difficulty required excessive compu-
tational power, rendering the algorithm much too slow. The first involved replacing
the calls to getBoxObjectFor with a custom-designed method, which would attempt
to return a "true" bounding box. This method called the original getBoxObjectFor
on the node, as well as on each of its children, extending the node's box to include
its children's boxes, if they extended beyond it. This resulted in slightly more accu-
rate boxes, but the accuracy still wasn't guaranteed, as the offending children could
be multiple steps down the tree. On top of this problem, the number of calls to
getBox0bjectFor rose greatly, slowing down the algorithm. Increasing the recursion
depth on this subroutine to increase accuracy only slowed things down further.
The second attempt involved preprocessing the DOM tree, using the off setLeft,
off setTop, offsetHeight, offsetWidth, and offsetParent properties of a node to
determine its bounding box. This involved multiple recursion steps and a big lookup
table, and it was still somewhat inaccurate, as the offsetHeight and offsetWidth
properties return numbers similar to getBox0bjectFor. When run on larger pages,
this process took a prohibitively long time, and it was discounted as a viable method.
This processing time wasn't due to algorithm complexity (it ran in linear time), but
in pure execution time of the JavaScript, pushing upwards of ten seconds on larger
pages. This was deemed to be too inefficient, especially when providing little increase
in accuracy.
Ultimately, these approaches showed that walking down the DOM tree was the
problem, as it was unclear what the bounds of children were. As an alternative, the al-
gorithm could start at a leaf and work its way up the tree. This would make bounding
box checks easy, as all the children's boxes would be known, and the parents' boxes
(from getBox0bjectFor) could easily be extended to accommodate them. It would
also minimize levels of recursion, since the nodes users were likely to select would be
lower-level content nodes, not higher-level structural nodes with many children. The
difficulty with this method was finding a leaf to start from, as recursing down the
tree to find one leads right back into the original problem.
A key assumption made was that the center of the user's drawn rectangle would
be located over a node that is either the same as or a descendant of the target node.
Knowing the node at exactly that point on the page will give the algorithm a suitable
starting point. Unfortunately, there is no supported DOM method for getting the
node at a point on a rendered page. There is one context in which page coordinates
are linked with DOM nodes, however; when a user clicks on the page, the associated
event object created by the browser contains both the coordinates of the mouse click
and the node targeted by the click. This is exactly the information the algorithm
needs. Another bit of functionality lacking in the browser, however, is the ability to
simulate a click at a specific point on the page; it's only possible to simulate a click
on a specific node (the event object will contain null values for the coordinates of the
click).
This leads to the final version of the algorithm and the requirement that the user
click beforehand to help the algorithm find that leaf for its starting point. Rather
than require both the click and the drag, however, the drag became a secondary step,
and it uses what information it can from the click to make an initial selection. If it's
a sufficient initial selection, this has made it easier for the user; if not, refinement can
very easily be done by dragging the rectangle that has appeared.
5.2.2 Implementation/Integration
The final selection mechanism is encapsulated inside DragSelector, a JavaScript
class that can be instantiated upon a HTML document. The constructor adds a DIV
element to the document and hides it; this DIV contains the transparent blue box and
the four dragging handles. The constructor adds the appropriate event handlers to
the document. It also takes a callback, which will get called when a new selection is
made. This creates a self-contained black box system; all the main script has to do
is create a callback function it wishes to invoke upon a new selection and then create
a new DragSelector with the target document and the callback. The rest is taken
care of automatically. In this interface, two DragSelectors are created, one in the
source IFRAME and one in the target IFRAME. They operate independently.
5.3 Internal Representation
We're working with and manipulating DOM nodes and styles via JavaScript. In
JavaScript, nodes have a style property, which is a CSSStyleDeclaration object.
For the purposes of CopyStyler, these objects are just treated as dictionaries keyed
on CSS properties. The tool's own internal representation of a style rule is similar.
It has a Rule object, which consists of a CSS selector string (such as ".urgent a")
to specify the element to which it will apply, and a CSS style dictionary, which is a
mapping of CSS properties to values representing the declarations that will be applied
to those elements.
When it comes time to output the results of the tool's usage, the styles are output
as a CSS file that can be included in the HEAD element of the user's HTML. Each Rule
object contains a toCss method, which converts its CSS selector and CSS declaration
dictionary into a correctly-formatted CSS rule (e.g., ".urgent a { color: blue;
}"). The CSS text for all of the rules the user has created are concatenated into one
long file. Besides being for export, this is also how the live preview shows up in the
right IFRAME; the generated CSS text is loaded into a STYLE element in the target
page's HEAD element.
5.4 CSS Targeting
Each of these Rule objects, as mentioned before, contains a CSS selector that specifies
those nodes to which the rule will apply. The selector is determined based on two
factors: the node selected in the right IFRAME when the rule is created, and the
radio button selected in the control panel when the rule is created. CSS targeting
is currently relegated to analysis of the selected node, but future algorithms could
analyze the entire structure of the page. This is discussed further in the "Future
Work" section.
The current algorithm takes the following approach. If the user has selected
"similar ones," the algorithm attempts to target a logical grouping of nodes similar
to the one selected. The algorithm first checks to see if the selected node has a class
name property set. If it does, the selector is set to target other nodes of that class. If
the selected node doesn't have a class name property set, the selector is set to target
nodes of the same tag as the selected node.
Figure 5-1: A selection made in the right IFRAME
If the user has selected "most similar ones," the algorithm attempts to create
a selector that will affect only that one node. Failing that, the selector will target
only very similar nodes. XPath [18] is a system designed to target nodes in a DOM
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structure. A capability it provides that CSS selectors do not is the ability to select
a specific child of a node. This allows you to target individual nodes on the page,
using something similar to /HTML/BODY/DIV [1] /A [1], which targets the first link in
the first DIV element in the BODY element of the page. Without that capability, CSS
selectors are limited in this regard. The best attempt CopyStyler's algorithm takes is
the following approach. If the node has an id, the selector can directly address that
id, which is simple. If the node doesn't have an id, the algorithm walks up the tree,
building a direct child selector similar to the following: HTML > BODY > DIV > A. If
it reaches a node with an id while walking up the tree, it stops there and roots the
selector at that node, as so: DIV#content A. If not, the selector will go all the way
back up to the BODY element, and it may be quite long. Figure 5-1 shows a selection
made in the right IFRAME, along with some other highlighted nodes that fell under
the most specific possible CSS selector.

Chapter 6
Evaluation
This chapter provides an evaluation of the work described in the "Implementa-
tion" chapter. This evaluation first discusses the reasoning behind the removal of
a previously-discussed feature. It then discusses a user testing methodology and dif-
ferent results of use of the tool, including areas of success and failure.
6.1 Automatic Application
As mentioned before, the feature that automatically attempted to apply the text style
of an external page to the user's page was removed from CopyStyler, despite being
part of the impetus for the project. Initial user testing during development showed
varying results from the application.
Figure 6-1 and Figure 6-2 show an example of an automatic application done
appropriately. Here you can see an interesting combination of fonts and colors brought
over from the source page in a reasonable fashion. Links appear on the hybrid page
as they did on the source page. This success is largely to do with the nature of the
source and target pages; both are hosted by Blogger [19], a free online publishing
site. They therefore have similar HTML structures, with similar class and id names.
In other words, this pair is most suited to the direct mapping scheme used in this
version of the automatic application.
Figure 6-3 and Figure 6-4 show an example of a much less successful automatic
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Figure 6-1: The source and target pages for a good run of automatic application
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Figure 6-3: The source and target pages for a bad run of automatic application
Figure 6-4: The hybrid from a bad run of automatic application
application. Here you can see that the copied background is different and distracting,
and the same-color links are almost impossible to read.
Even infrequent problems with an unsuccessful automatic application were catas-
trophic when it came to use of the tool. Preliminary user testing showed users being
frustrated by the initial mapping when it didn't match their expectation. The cost of
recovering from the initial application was difficult as well, as it created a very large
number of rules. Users liked the idea that the application determined some styling for
them, but it was the mapping to elements on their own pages that seemed to often be
inappropriate. For this reason, the automatic application was removed from Copy-
Styler, but the automatic detection of styles from the external page remained and
was incorporated into the small palette tool in the lower-left corner of CopyStyler's
interface.
6.2 Limitations
6.2.1 Node Selection
Appearance
Figure 6-5: Outlines that have been obscured by neighboring elements
The selected node is denoted by setting its outline CSS property to a dashed
red line. In the case of the user's page, a thick dotted red outline denotes the more
specific set of target nodes, while the thin red outline denotes the more general set of
target nodes. The outline property differs from the border property in that borders
take up space in a page layout, while outlines do not; they're just drawn around the
outside edge. Outlines were chosen in this case because the addition of one does not
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Figure 6-6: Outlines around a much-too-common element
change the page's layout. Adding a border to a node will shift its contents, and it can
potentially shift other nodes around it as well. The downside to outlines, however, is
that they often overlap, or they are obscured by nearby nodes. This can be seen in
Figure 6-5. If a node runs to the edge of the page, that side of the outline is not visible
at all. Also, when there are a large number of outlines on a page, many of them run
together and become indistinguishable. This last problem occurs frequently, when a
common element like DIV is selected and all the other DIV elements on the page are
given a highlight. This can be seen in Figure 6-6. Together, these problems can be
quite confusing.
A few problems arise when selection is done on inline elements like SPAN. When
applied to inline elements, an outline is drawn around each line of text, as seen in
Figure 6-7. Optimally it would be drawn around the entire box of text, as if it
were a block element. It would be similar in size to the blue highlight. Another
quirk of SPANs involves the box returned by getBox0bjectFor; while it's the correct
height and width, its origin is at the top left corner of the first line of the span, which
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Figure 6-8: A selected SPAN element with an incorrect containing box
sometimes isn't the top left of the containing box. This can be observed in Figure 6-8.
Operation
Simpler, uncomplicated pages don't give the selection mechanism much difficulty.
These pages conform well to the assumption driving most of the selection mechanism:
rendered elements reside within the bounds of their parent element. It is when pieces
of the document are taken out of page flow and rendered elements are bumped around,
overflowed, etc., that the selection mechanism starts to break down. To make things
simpler, this thesis refers to these occurrences as anomalies from here on.
As mentioned in the "Implementation" chapter, initially the selection mechanism
traversed the DOM tree from the root node towards the leaves. Under this system,
however, anomalies anywhere in the hierarchy would confuse the selection mechanism;
it wouldn't be able to relate the parents of a target node to the selection rectangle, and
the tree would be pruned inappropriately. When the selection mechanism was altered
to search from the leaves upwards, it alleviated this problem; now only anomalies
between the leaf and the target node will derail the search.
Another limitation of the node selection tool is that it can only target a single
node. It's possible to select a group of nodes, but you must do so by selecting the
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parent of those nodes (either by artful clicking, or using the draggable highlight box).
This is a problem in that you can't select an arbitrary set of nodes; they must contain
a common ancestor, and you must be selecting all other descendants of that ancestor
at the same time. While this may not seem to be an important problem, Figure 6-9
shows an example of this on a real web page. Say the user is trying to select just a
single post. The user can click on a headline to select it, drag the highlight box over
the entirety of the single post, and release the mouse to try to select that post. You
can see, however, that the entire column of posts is selected, since there is no single
element that encompasses that one post.
6.2.2 Style Copying
CopyStyler directly accesses the computed style of nodes, so when CSS is used, it
will accurately copy the style of a selected node. Occasionally sites will use outdated
HTML elements such as CENTER to center some text on the page, B to make text bold,
and I to put text in italics. While this style isn't specified by the user in CSS, it
is rendered by the browser as CSS (i.e., the browser applies internal stylesheets that
set the font-weight on B elements, etc.). Since CopyStyler detects style based on the
rendered nodes, this case is handled without any problems.
Sometimes the visible appearance of an element doesn't match up with its com-
puted style, however. Note that the purpose of CopyStyler is to help the user who
is familiar with the visible appearance of the element. A good example of this in-
volves the background CSS property. By default, elements have this set to a value
of transparent; you can see other elements and their backgrounds underneath. The
user doesn't want to get the value transparent when they copy the node's back-
ground, however; they want the background they can see. If we only gave them
the background of the selected element, they'd have to select whatever ancestor did
have the background color, and that could be difficult, as it's not apparent to the
user. To handle this, CopyStyler walks up the node hierarchy to find an element that
does have a background, and that background is used. The assumption is that that
node's background is what is visible behind the selected element, but due to the same
quirks of HTML's box model that were mentioned before, sometimes it is a different
background. This happens very rarely, but it can be a problem.
Anchor (A) elements often have the hover pseudo-class styled, to indicate to the
user that they just moused over something clickable. This takes the form of a separate
CSS rule, which is put into effect when the cursor is over the element. This can cause
a problem with the selection process, however. The way the copying mechanism
works, a node's style is copied as soon as it is selected. When the user clicks a link
to select it, the style that is copied is the hover style, since the cursor is over the link
at the time of selection. In the case that the user wanted to copy the non-hover style
(probably the most common case), or the combination of the non-hover and hover
styles, this is a problem.
Figure 6-10: An example of link selection
Figure 6-10 shows an example of this. When the user hovers their cursor over
the link, it changes appearance, and it changes appearance again as the user clicks.
Despite the highlight box being over a link of the original appearance, it's the second
style that is copied. The easiest way to deal with this would be to strip all the CSS
rules based on psuedo-classes from the source page before the user gets a chance to
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interact with it, although this approach would lessen the number of available styles
to copy.
6.3 User Testing
User testing was employed to evaluate CopyStyler in usage scenarios. Test subjects
were all members of the target user base, in that they had little experience with web
design and minimal understanding of HTML, the DOM, or how the browser inter-
prets and renders a web page. Subjects were otherwise comfortable, if not proficient,
computer users.
6.3.1 Methodology
Five users were given a brief introduction to CopyStyler, including a description of
the tool's purpose and a verbal overview of the interface. They were given two types
of tasks:
1. Given a source page, a target page, and a reference hybrid of the two, use
CopyStyler to restyle the target page to match the hybrid.
2. Given a source page and a target page, use CopyStyler to emulate the style of
the source page on the target page.
Task 1 was intended to see how well new users were able to employ the abilities
of CopyStyler. An expert user of the tool generated the reference hybrid prior to the
test. The closer the user's stylesheet placed their hybrid to the reference rendering,
the better the reflection on CopyStyler. In developing the hybrid reference rendering,
the expert attempted to cover all of CopyStyler's functionality. The reference hybrid
used click selection for some nodes, and in other cases rules were made by dragging
the selection box to extend it. The reference hybrid used all of the four subsets of
text style, in many cases taking only one or two of them in a single copy operation.
The reference hybrid targeted some styles with "similar ones," and it targeted some
others with "most similar ones." Together, these cover CopyStyler's features, and a
successful imitation hybrid should show use of all these features.
In Task 2, the definition of style was intentionally left vague. This was an ex-
periment in the user's interpretation of the term, to see if they gravitated toward
text, layout, or pixel style. In the cases where CopyStyler was unable to perform the
transformations the users wished, the users were instructed to describe what it was
they were attempting to do.
6.3.2 Results
Task 1
As they were completing the task, users were observed based on their ability to
appropriately use each of the following five features of CopyStyler: click selection,
drag selection, the four checkboxes, the "similar ones" option, and the "most similar
ones" option. The amount of time they took to complete the entire styling was also
noted.
Click selection seemed to come naturally to the users, with all of them using it
correctly when necessary. Drag selection was more of a problem; three of the users
continually attempted to artfully click in specific locations to select a parent node,
rather than refine their selection by dragging the corners of the box. Four of the five
users appropriately restricted their copies using the check boxes, although the "other"
option was either always left on or always left off by three of those four. The two radio
buttons were less successful. Three users chose one of the two for the entirety of their
session, and then struggled with their selection until they got something approaching
their goal nodes. The other two users did the same for a few minutes before realizing
they could get closer to their goal by using the other option. The average duration
of the test was just over eight minutes, with a fastest time of 6:45 and a slowest time
of 10:20.
Figure 6-11 shows the source and target pages that the users were given for Task 1.
Two examples of user's constructed hybrids are shown here. Figure 6-12 shows the
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Figure 6-11: The source and target pages for Task 1 of user testing
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Figure 6-12: The reference hybrid for Task 1, and User 3's results
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Figure 6-13: The reference hybrid for Task 1, and User 5's results
reference hybrid next to User 3's hybrid. Figure 6-13 shows the reference hybrid next
to User 5's hybrid.
Task 2
As the users completed this task, their usage of various types of style was observed as
they compiled their own emulation of the source page. In the case that CopyStyler
wasn't able to perform the style transfer operation the user desired, interest in per-
forming that operation was noted. Ideally this sort of design exploration would take
place in a program like Adobe Photoshop [20], which would allow much more flexi-
bility. The lack of expertise of the users with this sort of software, however, makes
CopyStyler an acceptable alternative.
Colors were the most important type of style to the users, foreground and back-
ground varieties both. All of the users either copied over or expressed a desire to copy
over at least 90% of the foreground colors and 80% of the background colors from the
source page. Fonts were also an important element for emulating the style of another
page, as four of the five users copied over at least 90% of the available fonts. Borders
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were less important to the users, depending on their prominence in the source page.
Text justification appeared to be the least important type of style to the users, most
likely due to its subtlety in the overall design.
While CopyStyler cannot handle them, users still asked for various pieces of layout
and pixel style. For layout, three of the five users wanted to emulate the the separate
blocks of content on the source page. For pixel, four users wanted to copy over some
headlines that were images on the source page, and three users wanted to be able to
emulate the small icons at the headings of the different content sections.
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Figure 6-14: The source and target pages for Task 2 of user testing
Figure 6-14 shows the source and target pages that the users were given for Task 2.
One example of a user's constructed hybrid is shown here. Figure 6-15 shows User 4's
hybrid.
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Figure 6-15: User 4's results for Task 2
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Chapter 7
Other Approaches
This chapter discusses other ways to approach the problem of interpreting and ap-
plying style from web page to web page. Specifically, it addresses the two aspects of
style which the current tool cannot handle: the layout aspect and the pixel aspect.
7.1 Layout Prototype
Unlike the full tool made to handle text style, manipulations of layout style are only
in prototype format at the time of this writing. However, it will be beneficial to
review the work that has been done so far into making a feasible tool.
As discussed before, layout style is difficult to deal with for a couple of reasons.
First, when it is implemented in CSS, layout style involves a complex interaction
of multiple rules on multiple HTML elements. It can't be copied by just looking
at one element's style. Second, it is oftentimes implemented in HTML rather than
CSS, which makes the problem of converting it to work in a CSS stylesheet nearly
impossible. For this reason, the layout prototype can be considered an inverted
version of CopyStyler; instead of copying text style from another page and pasting
it onto the user's page, the layout tool takes the user's content and drops it into the
layout of the external page. This way, it can use the existing implementation of the
external page's layout style without having to worry about converting it to work in
the user's page.
Three main steps comprise the operation of the layout tool. First, the tool will
need to determine the areas of the external page that will be able to receive content
from the user's page; here they are called buckets. Second, the tool will need to enable
the user to select areas of content from their own page and transfer them into the
buckets. Third, the tool will need to make sure that layout style is the only change;
it should attempt to strip all text and pixel style from the external page, leaving only
layout style. In the same way, it should be sure to preserve the text (and perhaps
pixel) style of the chunks of content being taken out of the user's page.
The first step involves finding regions of content in the external page. This search
should be flexible enough to accommodate a granularity parameter, since the user
could want different levels of depth in their copied layout style. For example, at a
high level, the user might want just the two-column layout on a page, which would
consist of only two buckets (the sidebar and the main column). At a much lower
level, the user might want to maintain the exact layout of the title, byline, and body
of each post in a set of blog posts. This would require many more, smaller buckets.
Rather than try to anticipate the user's desire or find an optimal depth at which to
run the algorithm, the prototype includes a sliding control that dynamically alters
the depth at which it searches for content buckets. Transparent boxes appear over
the areas of content in the external page that have been designated as buckets, and
the size of those boxes change as the slider position changes.
The second step is similar to the selection mechanism in CopyStyler; it's a ready-
made module for selecting nodes, so it should be able to be dropped into the layout
tool easily. This will make it familiar to the user who has already used CopyStyler. To
actually do the transfer, the user makes a selection on either side and clicks a button,
again similarly to CopyStyler. In a future version, this could be a drag-and-drop
operation, which would fit the bucket metaphor nicely. Once the content is dropped
in, it replaces the old content of the bucket, and the transparent box indicating an
available bucket is removed.
The third step is the preservation of the user's text style (and perhaps pixel style
as well) on the finished product. The goal here is to strip all but the layout style
from the external page. Most text styles are single CSS properties set on nodes; these
properties can just be removed. The CSS should in fact be cleaned up in general, with
rules that no longer point to any content being removed. Presumably, the content
being dropped into the buckets from the user's page will not have any layout style that
needs to be removed, but it will have text style that needs to be saved. The easiest
way to accomplish this, rather than reassigning selectors to existing CSS rules in the
user's page, is to just get the computed style for each node that's being transplanted
and set that style on the node explicitly. It will then retain that style wherever it's
placed. Ideally, however, some global CSS rules could be created or copied that would
maintain the style, without having to do so much explicit style setting.
This process lends itself to a similar interface to that of CopyStyler, as it involves
a user's page and an external page, as well moving parts of the pages between each
other. It may initially be confusing, because the operations aren't exactly the same:
in the text style tool, the user is sampling from an external page and placing on
their own, while in this layout tool, the user is taking content from their own page
and placing it into the external one. The copy/paste metaphor is reversed in the
layout tool, and while this may initially seem like a learnability problem, it should be
possible to exploit the similarities to create a familiar interface. The controls on the
bottom are similar but simpler, with merely a depth slider, an apply button to copy
content over, and an undo button to undo the copy.
7.1.1 Limitations
An interesting problem arises when it comes to repeating content; while the user's
page may have seven blog posts, the external page may only have five, and the
dilemma of what to do with the other two comes up. Alternately, the external page
may have nine, and there's a problem of what to do with the two areas of extra content.
The prototype currently has no affordance for handling this situation. Ideally, we
could design a system that would determine these areas of repeated content on its
own. One such system is Sifter [21, 22], developed by David Huynh. Sifter was
designed to determine areas of repeated content in product listings on web sites, and
used a search for A elements as a base for the search. For this layout tool, we could
perhaps prompt the user to give a base for the search (for example, by clicking on
the byline of a blog post), and then determine where this structure is repeated. Then
the tool could add or remove multiples of the structure to accommodate the content
the user is moving over.
Ultimately, though, this reveals a severe limitation in the design of the prototype.
The intended output is an HTML file that resembles the external page's source with
the user's content inserted within it. Quite often, however, pages have dynamic
content; this is obvious when it comes to blogs and commercial sites. When the page
source is generated on the server side, the HTML that is exported isn't able to be
updated with dynamic content; it's a static HTML page. CopyStyler can, by nature,
apply its output to either static or dynamic pages, as it's just a CSS stylesheet, but
this tool is relegated to just the static domain. The user could modify the resultant
HTML themselves to add the appropriate dynamic functionality back in, but that is
beyond the scope of knowledge of the tool's intended user base.
7.2 Pixel Proposals
Manipulation of pixel style doesn't exist past a proposal at this point. The idea for
a tool to handle it follows.
Ideally, manipulation of pixel style would be integrated more into the other two
tools than into its own standalone tool. As mentioned in the "Related Work" chapter,
there are existing image-processing tools to determine the font and colors contained
in an image. These tools could be integrated into the copying step of CopyStyler and
the analysis step of the layout tool and used to translate the pixel style into text and
layout style before the user even interacts with them.
Should the user wish to apply style to a pixel element on his own page, content
is going to have be extracted from his images. Optical character recognition is an
established area of software development usually employed when digitizing paper
documents. OCR programs like Adobe Acrobat Professional [23] can take an image
and determine the words within. This could be used to separate content from style
for the purpose of applying new style to the content.
There are some clear difficulties that go with this, however, which is why this is
merely a proposal. Image-processing techniques are often computationally intensive.
The techniques that would be used in this tool wouldn't be able to run in JavaScript in
the browser environment, so they'd either have to be implemented as web services on
a server somewhere else, or the whole tool would have to be converted to be run as a
desktop application. Moreover, the accuracy of these processing techniques is unclear.
WhatTheFont [10], for example, requires text to be quite large to determine its font,
and most OCR software requires that the text be in certain standard fonts as well; it
wouldn't work on decorative headings. It may be necessary for these technologies to
be advanced before this tool could reach an acceptable level of operation.

Chapter 8
Conclusion
CopyStyler provides an interface for users new to web development to style their
content based on other familiar web pages. It offers a familiar in-browser experience
with a point-and-click interface and a copy/paste usage metaphor.
8.1 Completed Work
This thesis presents the creation, development, and demonstration of CopyStyler,
a tool that enables novice users to style their own web pages. CopyStyler requires
no knowledge of HTML or CSS, the code behind most web pages, as the user acts
entirely on a rendered model of the web page.
This thesis presents a system, used in CopyStyler, to select a DOM node in a web
page. The selection system uses click and drag interactions to let the user specify
the area of the page they'd like to select, and it then translates that area into a node
selection.
This thesis also presents an evaluation of these systems on a set of target users,
which determined that while it provides an interesting functionality not yet available
in other tools, it requires some refinement before becoming an effective tool. This
thesis has also explored the possibility of two other tools to handle aspects of style
that CopyStyler cannot. User testing showed that these would be welcome additions,
as their areas of style were ones that users consider to be an important part of copying
style.
8.2 Future Work
While the initial version of CopyStyler is complete, there are ways the systems could
be improved, both through further development and via the extended capabilities of
upcoming browser versions.
8.2.1 Automatic Application
While the automatic application feature was ultimately removed from CopyStyler, it
showed promise, and with future development, it could still prove useful as a feature
in a future version of the tool.
The primary problems with the feature were the number of changes it made, the
potential inaccuracy of those changes, and the lack of an ability to recover from those
changes. The best way to handle this would be to somehow include the ability to
select some subset of the created rules to actually remain applied.
Additionally, the ability to map classes from the source page to classes in the user's
page would be nice as well. Unfortunately, the target user population isn't familiar
with the concept of CSS classes, so this feature would have to be done graphically on
a rendered version of the page.
8.2.2 DOM Analysis for CSS Targeting
As mentioned in the "Implementation" chapter, the creation of CSS rules by Copy-
Styler to target elements is currently limited to analysis of just the single node the
user has selected. More analysis could lead to a better idea of the user's intention
in selecting a node, however. An in-depth analysis of the DOM structure of the tar-
get page could determine repeated content structures, which could in turn give some
additional insight into what groups of nodes the user is attempting to specify.
Sifter [21, 22], as mentioned before, is a tool designed to parse web pages of
product listings, which on its own isn't directly applicable to this tool. The method
by which it looks for similar objects on a page (i.e., each product in a grid), however,
is an interesting way to search a web page for common clusters. This analysis could
be adapted as a potential method of creating CSS rules for node targeting.
8.2.3 Future Browser Capabilities
Many of the hang-ups mentioned in the "Implementation" chapter were related to
browser struggles, and their workarounds created necessary compromises in the design
of the interface. Advancements in newer browser versions should help in getting
around a few of these problems.
One major problem was the difficulty in determining the actual boundaries of
nodes; that is, the boundary that contains all the children of the node. If we could
do that correctly, our node selection code could be much more efficient and accurate,
avoiding the one major pitfall in its implementation. Newer beta versions of Firefox
3 have a new method called getBoundingClientRect [24]. Its documentation is
unclear regarding how it will perform in that exact scenario, but it could provide a
solution. At the very least, it will solve the problem with SPAN elements mentioned
in the "Evaluation" chapter.
Another major problem was the inability to make the original no-click dragging
selection mechanism work. This was due to the need to recurse up from the leaves of
the tree, rather than down from the root of the tree. There was no good way to pick
a leaf node at which to begin, so a click on a leaf node was used to start the recursion
up the tree. Firefox 3 introduces another new method called elementFromPoint [25].
Given an (x, y) coordinate on the document, it gives the element that is rendered at
that location (essentially, what would be the target of a click event at that location).
A reasonable assumption to make would be that a good leaf node at which to base
the recursion would exist at the center of a dragged rectangle; the corners of the
rectangle could be used to find that point, elementFromPoint could be used to find
the element underneath, and the algorithm could base its recursion there, without
requiring the user to click on anything.
A third major problem was the difficulty in targeting particular nodes with a CSS
rule. XPath provided a solution for JavaScript, but its functionality couldn't really
by replicated with CSS. The W3C proposal for CSS Level 3 [26], however, includes a
couple of selectors which should make that possible. nth-child() lets you target a
rule at a specific child of an element, and nth-of-type () lets you do the exact thing
that XPath does: target a specific child of a certain type. While neither of these
are yet implemented in a major browser, they should be eventually, which will let
us emulate an XPath such as "/HTML/BODY/DIV [1] /A [1]" with a CSS selector like
"BODY > DIV:nth-of-type(1) > A:nth-of-type(1)."
8.2.4 Better Integration
While CopyStyler currently does take advantage of the browser environment in which
it runs, it could do so even further. At this point, CopyStyler uses the rendering
engine of Firefox to render its source and target pages, and it uses the browser to
execute its JavaScript code. There are more ways it could take advantage of the
environment, however. Since the user is regularly using the browser to browse the
web, CopyStyler could exist as an addition to any page; click a bookmarklet to load
the selection mechanism on the page, select a node, and CopyStyler opens the user's
page, ready to paste the style of the node that was just copied. This could allow the
user to leisurely browse the web, styling their own page as they go.
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